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Abstract

The structures of both cluster}cluster and particle}cluster fractal-like aggregates were investigated in the
present study. Statistically signi"cant populations of numerically simulated aggregates having appropriate
fractal properties and prescribed number of primary particles per aggregate were generated in order to
characterize three-dimensional morphological properties of aggregates, such as fractal dimension, fractal
pre-factor, coordination number distribution function, and distribution of angles between triplets. E!ects of
aggregation mechanisms (i.e., cluster}cluster or particle}cluster) and aggregate size were taken into consid-
eration. In addition, the morphological properties of aggregates undergoing partial sintering and restructur-
ing were also investigated. To ful"ll these objectives, aggregates were initially built without considering
sintering or restructuring e!ects. Partial sintering of primary particles was then considered by introducing
a penetration coe$cient that allows touching particles to approach each other. Restructuring of aggregates
was modeled during the process of building the cluster}cluster aggregates. For each pair of clusters that were
attached together due to the normal aggregation procedure, a further mechanism was included that allowed
the cluster to collapse until a more compact and stable position was achieved. The population studied was
composed of ca. 450 simulated aggregates having a number of primary particles per aggregate between 8 and
1024. Calculations were performed for aggregates having a penetration coe$cient in the range of 0}0.25 with
and without restructuring. The following properties were investigated: fractal dimension, fractal pre-factor,
coordination number distribution function, angle between triplets, and aggregate radius of gyration.
( 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

a primary particle radius
C

1
overlap coe$cient

d
ij

distance between two particles
d
1

primary particle diameter
D

&
aggregate fractal dimension

k
'

fractal pre-factor (see Eq. (1))
N number of primary particles in an aggregate
R

'
radius of gyration of an aggregate

R
',3

radius of gyration of an aggregate with restructuring
Z coordination number of particles

Greek letters
h angle between triplets

1. Introduction

Several types of solid pollutants (such as soot or inorganic materials) are frequently comprised of
small monomers (primary particles) that coagulate to form large aggregates with fairly complex
morphologies. Fortunately, these aggregates exhibit fractal-like properties which simplify their
morphological characterization. This has been demonstrated experimentally and supported by
numerical studies by several investigators (see Koylu, Xing, & Rosner, 1995b) and references cited
therein). In particular, for fractal-like aggregates, the number of primary particles in an aggregate,
N, scales with the radius of gyration, R

'
, as follows:

N"k
'
(R

'
/a)D& . (1)

Here, k
'

is the fractal pre-factor (also known as the structural coe$cient) and D
&

the fractal
dimension. Unfortunately, the knowledge of these variables is di$cult; thus, most investigators
have been forced to estimate the fractal dimension by light scattering or studied projected images of
collections of aggregates in order to better understand their morphology and estimate both N and
R

'
(see Samson, Mulholand, & Gentry, 1987; Megaridis & Dobbins, 1990; Koylu et al., 1995b; Cai,

Lu, & Sorensen, 1995). The majority of these studies involved analysis of transmission electron
microscope (TEM) projected images of aggregates and required simple relationships between the
two-dimensional visible information and the real three-dimensional properties of aggregates.
Nelson, Crookes, and Simons (1990) and Koylu, Faeth, Farias, and Carvalho, (1995b) have
reported important information in that "eld but limited their studies to the particular case of soot
aggregates without taking into consideration important properties such as aggregate total surface
and overlapping of primary particles. Oh and Sorensen (1997) investigated the latter subject, in
particular the e!ect of partial overlapping on the expressions used to infer three-dimensional
properties from projected images. More recently, Brasil, Farias, and Carvalho (1999a) have uni"ed
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most of those ideas and presented a recipe where, based on the projected images of fractal-like
aggregates, all relevant morphological properties can be inferred. These "ndings are very encourag-
ing especially for aggregates that do not su!er any severe restructuring while being generated or
transported. Unfortunately there are particular applications, for example in the production of
inorganic nanosize particles, where partial sintering and/or restructuring may occur due to high
temperatures. Therefore, the resulting aggregate can be quite di!erent in terms of the morphology
and fractal dimension. In addition, past studies in this "eld have not addressed important
properties such as the coordination number distribution function, or the distribution of angles
between three touching particles (triplets or trimers). These properties are important in several
applications, such as estimating the e!ective thermal conductivity or fabric tensor of an aggregate
and characterizing aggregate structural stability (Tassopoulos & Rosner, 1992).

Based on these observations, the present investigation seeks to contribute to a better under-
standing of the morphology of fractal-like aggregates. In order to achieve this objective, the
structures of both cluster}cluster (C}C) and particle}cluster (P}C) fractal-like aggregates were
investigated. Statistically signi"cant populations of numerically simulated aggregates having
appropriate fractal properties and prescribed numbers of primary particles per aggregate were
generated in order to characterize three-dimensional morphological properties of aggregates,
namely the fractal dimension, D

&
, structural coe$cient, k

'
, coordination number distribution

function, Z, distribution of angles between triplets, h, and aggregate radius of gyration, R
'
.

Moreover, e!ects of aggregation mechanisms (i.e., C}C or P}P) and aggregate size were taken into
consideration.

The paper begins with a description of the numerical simulation procedure adopted to generate
the fractal-like aggregates. The population of aggregates used for the present investigation is then
fully characterized; in particular, the fractal dimensions and aggregate sizes are de"ned. The paper
follows with an investigation of the fractal and morphological properties of C}C as well as P}C
aggregates. The second part of the present work investigates the e!ects of partial sintering and
aggregate restructuring on the morphological and fractal properties of C}C aggregates. Finally, the
major conclusions are summarized.

2. Numerical simulation procedures

2.1. Simulation of aggregates

Various procedures to construct agglomerates composed of spherical primary units have been
discussed by Jullien and Botet (1987), and Botet and Jullien (1988). These methods are based on
simple algorithms that mimic C}C or P}C aggregation processes due to the Brownian motion.
Several investigators (e.g. Vold, 1963; Hutchinson & Sutherland, 1965; Witten & Sander, 1981,
1983; Meakin, 1983a, b) have adopted P}C methods because of their simplicity. A more physically
based method was developed by Mountain and Mulholland (1988) who generated soot aggregates
using a numerical simulation involving C}C aggregation. Based on the solution of the Langevin
equations, this approach yields fractal-like aggregates that satisfy the power-law relationship of
Eq. (1) with D

&
ca. 1.9 and k

'
roughly 1.5 for N'10. However, a larger sample of aggregates was

needed for the present study, and it was also required that the present aggregates have speci"c
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fractal dimensions and penetration coe$cients. As a result, an alternative simulation method
previously used by Farias, Carvalho, and Koylu, (1995, 1996), Koylu et al. (1995a) and Brasil et al.
(1999a) was applied during the present investigation.

The aggregate simulation method creates a population of aggregates by C}C aggregation using
a sequential algorithm that satis"es Eq. (1) intrinsically, rather than performing numerical simula-
tions based on the Langevin dynamics, similar to the approach used by Mountain and Mulholland
(1988). For pre-speci"ed values of D

&
and k

'
, the aggregate generation process was initiated by

randomly attaching individual and pairs of particles to each other. The attachment procedure was
comprised of randomly choosing points of contact at the surface of two randomly chosen particles
from two clusters (or pair at the beginning of the process). Uniform distributions of the point and
orientation of attachment were assumed, while rejecting con"gurations where primary particles
intersected. Further, because control of the fractal properties (D

&
and k

'
) was desired, the radius of

gyration of the new aggregate was calculated based on the known positions of the primary
particles, and checked to see if Eq. (1) was satis"ed for the fractal dimension and pre-factor selected.
If Eq. (1) was not satis"ed, the cluster was discarded. This procedure was continued in order to form
progressively larger aggregates that obeyed the statistical relationships of mass fractal objects. As
a default, a hierarchical approach was used where only clusters having the same number of primary
particles (or a similar number if N was odd) were joined together (Jullien & Botet, 1987).
Nevertheless, if desired, the model was capable of creating non-hierarchical aggregates.

As previously discussed, the present algorithm can be applied to all types of fractal-like
aggregates (1(D

&
(3). By forcing the fractal dimension to fall between two pre-de"ned limits, in

principle, these objectives could be created conveniently. Nevertheless, in practice, if a C}C
procedure is adopted, the probability of constructing aggregates with large fractal dimension (say
D

&
'2.2) rapidly approaches zero as the aggregate size, N, increases. This is understandable

because the compactness required for aggregates with D
&
P3.0 is not feasible using a C}C

simulation approach that naturally leads to open-structured morphologies. For these situations
a P}C mechanisms has to be adopted. The simulation procedure is similar to the C}C algorithm
but individual particles, instead of clusters of spherical units, were attached to the main aggregate.
This approach allows the user to construct aggregates having a wider range of fractal dimensions.
Nevertheless, care must be taken when constructing aggregates having lower values of D

&
because

although Eq. (1) is still numerically satis"ed, the aggregates lose their fractal properties (Jullien and
Botet, 1987). Thus, the P}C algorithm is particularly appropriate to create compact clusters having
larger fractal dimensions. These considerations will be addressed in more detail later on, while
characterizing the fractal properties of the population of aggregates. Projected images of simulated
C}C and P}C aggregates having di!erent number of primary particles are illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2. Simulation of sintering

Most numerical models that simulate agglomerates of spherical particles assume that neighbor-
ing monomers touch on a single point. Real aggregates do not satisfy this ideal condition. In fact,
there are several di!erent physical and environmental e!ects that contribute to a certain degree of
penetration (or overlap) leading to more compact and rigid aggregates. Namely, there could be
strong attraction forces between particles and/or lack of rigidity of the particle matter when
aggregates cross high-temperature environments or due to the impact between the monomers
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Fig. 1. Projected images of typical simulated cluster}cluster and particle}cluster aggregates.

when attaching to each other. In the present paper, the term sintering will be related to this partial
overlapping of primary particles, which unavoidably exists between two (or more) touching
particles in real aggregates. Consequently, a penetration coe$cient, C

1
, was de"ned as follows:

C
1
"(d

1
!d

ij
)/(d

1
). (2)

Here, d
ij

represents the distance between two touching particles and d
1

the diameter of uniform-
size primary particles. If C

1
"0 the primary particles are in point contact whereas C

1
"1 indicates

total sintering, i.e., every couple of neighbors merged into a single particle. Numerically, overlap-
ping was accounted for by progressively increasing the diameters of the primary particles within an
aggregate while maintaining the position of the center of the particle, followed by a scaling
correction to keep the same reference value for particle diameter. Fig. 2 shows projected images of
typical C}C aggregates having N"16 and 64, and C

1
"0, 0.15 and 0.25 constructed using the

aforementioned simulation procedure.

2.3. Simulation of restructuring

In many practical situations, aggregates may undergo a restructuring process where their open
branched structure collapses, resulting in a more compact cluster. This can occur, for example,
when the bond between the touching particles is weak or when harsh environments are encoun-
tered. In general, restructuring may be considered as another mechanism that can cause aggregate
structure to become more compact.

In order to model the restructuring process during the present study, after two clusters coagulate
and the fractal dimension of the resulting aggregate is checked, the following steps are introduced
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Fig. 2. Projections of typical simulated aggregates with partial sintering.

in the algorithm:

(i) two clusters that form a new aggregate will approach each other using the touching point as
the center of rotation;

(ii) rotation will occur approaching the two centers of mass in the same plane, as if the two clusters
would attract each other by the center of mass;

(iii) collapse of the two clusters will terminate when the number of contact points between the
clusters is increased by one.

Restructuring will be introduced in all actions that involve the aggregation of two clusters (i.e.,
along the procedure of the simulation of the aggregate until N is reached). Fig. 3 shows the typical
di!erences between the histogram of the same aggregate constructed with and without restructuring.

2.4. Population of fractal-like aggregates

In the present study, a well-de"ned population of fractal-like aggregates was desired. Therefore,
the "rst issue was to select the most appropriate fractal dimensions. Although the fractal dimension
has received considerable attention in the past, the selection of universal values for the fractal
pre-factor for C}C aggregates is still a controversial issue. Wu and Friedlander (1993) and, more
recently, Koylu et al. (1995b) have uni"ed most of the numerical and experimental data reported on
this property. For example, for C}C aggregates, experimental results published in the literature for
k
'
indicate values between 1.23 (Cai et al., 1995) and 3.47 (Samson et al., 1987). The range of results

published varies by more than 200%, clearly showing that this issue deserves more attention.
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Fig. 3. Formation process of cluster}cluster aggregates: (a) where restructuring is not considered; and (b) undergoing
restructuring.

In spite of the range of values published, it was noted that results based on numerically simulated
aggregates were always about a factor of two lower than those inferred from experimental data
(please see, Samson et al., 1987; Megaridis & Dobbins, 1990; Wu & Friedlander, 1993; Cai et al.,
1995; Koylu et al., 1995a, b; Sorensen & Feke, 1996; Sorensen & Roberts, 1997). Oh and Sorensen
(1997) have investigated the e!ect of overlap between primary particles on the fractal properties
and concluded that the fractal dimension and particularly the fractal pre-factor could vary
considerably with the rate of overlapping. However, no "nal conclusion regarding the discrepan-
cies between experimental results and numerical "nding was achieved. Brasil et al. (1999) veri"ed
that the large discrepancies between the values reported for the fractal pre-factor appear to be
related to the partial overlapping of primary particles that leads to an increase in k

'
while keeping

the fractal dimension approximately constant. Consequently, it can be concluded that aggregates
without overlap should be simulated having lower values of fractal pre-factor, while as overlapping
increases, k

'
will also increase as systematically observed by several researchers.

More recently, Brasil, Farias, and Carvalho (2000) combined numerical predictions of light
scattering with morphological fractal concepts based on Eq. (1) to estimate the fractal dimensions
of C}C simulated aggregates. Their best estimates were k

'
"1.27 and D

&
"1.82 for aggregates with

non-overlapping particles. Surprisingly, if no restrictions are imposed on the fractal properties of
our simulated aggregates, we obtain k

'
"1.45 and D

&
"1.88. These results are in very good

agreement with the great majority of the values presented by other authors for simulated
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aggregates (see Wu & Friedlander, 1993 and references cited therein). Based on these consider-
ations, aggregates with no spherule overlapping used throughout this work were simulated in such
a manner to have k

'
ca. 1.27 and D

&
ca. 1.82. As will be discussed in detail later on, this choice

allows us to be consistent with the experimental data, as the partial sintering of particles will cause
an increase in k

'
without a change in D

&
.

The population of C}C as well as P}C aggregates involved N in the range 8}1024, considering
8 di!erent aggregate sizes. Results obtained for each aggregate size class were averaged over 32
di!erent aggregates to yield a total sample of ca. 450 aggregates. This sample size was established in
order to obtain a numerical uncertainty (95% con"dence) of less than 10% for the di!erent
variables investigated in the present study. A mean primary particle diameter of unity was used for
the simulations. However, present results were normalized by d

1
such that results became

independent of spherule size. Finally, in order to simplify the amount of data plotted in most of the
"gures, only mean values are shown for each aggregate size.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fractal and morphological properties of C}C and P}C aggregates

3.1.1. Fractal properties
As discussed earlier, the simulated aggregates are mass-fractal like and statistically satisfy Eq. (1).

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 4, which includes both C}C and P}C aggregate populations used
throughout the present investigation. The results presented in Fig. 4 are for just-touching particles
(aggregates neither sintered nor restructured). The least-squares "t of these simulations yielded
D

&
"1.82 and k

'
"1.27 for the set of C}C aggregates, while for the more compact P}C aggregates

the log}log plot indicates D
&
"2.75 and k

'
"0.51. The pre-factor values for P}C aggregates

reported in the literature (see Wu & Friedlander, 1993) agree with the results presented in
Fig. 4. However, the fractal dimension of P}C aggregates is not well established. P}C on a lattice
was the "rst approach to be implemented in computer simulations (Eden, 1961) with the Witten
and Sander model (Witten & Sander, 1981), known as di!usion-limited aggregation (DLA), being
the most important P}C model. Using this milestone model, Meakin, (1983a, b) reported D

&
ca. 2.5

and showed that the resulting fractal dimension increases with less sticking probabilities of
particles. Later on, Meakin (1984) generalized the values of fractal dimensions to 2.75}3.0 for the
case of pure ballistic P}C model (developed by Vold, 1963; Sutherland, 1967). For the same case,
Gouyet (1996) found fractal dimension to be 2.8, noting that the true value could probably be
close to 3. Sorensen and Roberts (1997) also reported that D

&
"2.5 and k

'
"0.68}0.80 for DLA

aggregates.
At this point, we would like to emphasize a fundamental di!erence between the C}C and P}C

aggregates. Jullien and Botet (1987) argued that aggregates obtained from P}C methods may not
be considered as true fractals, questioning the applicability of fractal concepts to this class of
aggregates. Oh and Sorensen (1998) showed that P}C aggregates are not scale invariant and
actually have C}C structure over short length scales. Apart from this controversy, numerically
simulated aggregates with fractal dimensions above 2.5 are only possible to achieve using the
P}C method. Moreover, aggregates with high fractal dimension exist in several applications
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Fig. 4. Number of particles per aggregate versus normalized radius of gyration yielding fractal dimension and fractal
pre-factor for cluster}cluster and particle}cluster aggregates.

and are di$cult to characterize from projected images, justifying the analysis of this class of
aggregates.

3.1.2. Coordination number distribution function
The strength of an aggregate depends on the attractive forces between component particles and

the number of P}P contacts. Thus, a physically relevant characterization of aggregated matter is
provided by the mean coordination number, Z. Coordination number distribution functions of
aggregates identify the number of contacts between primary particles. For example, particles
arranged in a straight chain (D

&
"1.0) have Z"2, while for aggregates with more compact

structures, Z tends to increase. A change in Z generally implies that aggregate properties such as
thermal conductivity or fabric tensor will change appreciably.

In Fig. 5, the coordination number distribution functions are presented for C}C and P}C
aggregates with di!erent number of primary particles per aggregate. Results obtained indicate that
the coordination number distribution function for C}C aggregates is nearly independent of
aggregate size. Moreover, for this class of aggregates it peaks at Z"2, indicating that most of the
aggregates are composed of clusters of elongated chains. Therefore, it is expected that, for a speci"c
fractal dimension, the coordination number distribution function should be universal, i.e., indepen-
dent of aggregate size for C}C aggregates.

For P}C aggregates, there is a slight e!ect of aggregate size on the coordination number
distribution function. In particular, the weight of the outer particles* the `membranea (character-
ized by Z"1)* tends to decrease as the aggregates become bigger. Therefore, the dominant e!ect
of Z"1 decreases while intermediate values of Z become more important. Additionally, the
relative importance of the nucleus of the aggregate becomes less dominant as the aggregate
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Fig. 5. Coordination number distribution function for simulated cluster}cluster and particle}cluster aggregates with
di!erent number of primary particles.

increases while the `cytoplasma increases. In conclusion, intermediate values of Z appear to
become more important as the aggregate becomes bigger. However, for the range of aggregate sizes
considered the dominant value appears to be Z"1.

3.1.3. Distribution of angles between triplets
An additional relevant property of aggregated matter is the distribution of angles between

triplets (also designated as trimers, Elimelech, Gregory, Jia, & Williams, 1995), de"ned as the
largest angle in the triangle formed by the centers of three touching primary particles. Clearly, for
a triplet of equal spheres, the bond angle must be between 60 and 1803; for partially sintered
particles with polydisperse sizes this range may be extended. This property can be useful in
describing the stability of aggregate morphology, their capacity to condense vapors, and the "nal
shape of an aggregate that undergoes restructuring. In addition, the evolution of the distribution of
angles between triplets is important to characterize the change of morphology of aggregates due to
the restructuring mechanisms of Brownian motion, surface energy driven viscous #ow, and/or
capillary condensation (Tassopoulos & Rosner, 1992).

In Fig. 6, histograms of angles between triplets are shown for C}C and P}C aggregates having
di!erent number of touching uniform-size primary particles. Although the scatter of results is quite
signi"cant, aggregate size appears to have no appreciable e!ect on this property. The histogram
has a peak near 100}1203 for C}C aggregates decreasing for larger and lower angles. On the other
hand, P}C aggregates exhibit a di!erent trend. Except for small aggregates, the frequency is
approximately constant for angles between 60 and 1203 and continuously decreases as the angle
increases reaching a minimum at 1803. Despite the lack of experimental data published in the
literature, C}C results obtained were compared with data reported by Cohen and Rosner (1993)
and Elimelech et al. (1995). Experimental histograms presented by these authors have maximum
frequencies between 90 and 1003, showing very good agreement with numerical results obtained in
the present work.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of the angle between triplets for simulated cluster}cluster and particle}cluster aggregates with di!erent
number of primary particles.

3.2. Ewects of partial sintering on the morphological properties of C}C aggregates

Partial sintering of C}C aggregates due to the overlapping of neighboring primary particles is
analyzed here for the di!erent morphological properties previously identi"ed, namely the radius of
gyration, coordination number distribution function, distribution of angles between triplets, and
fractal properties. One issue that needs to be clari"ed is how one can estimate the penetration
coe$cient, C

1
, in view of the fact that the projection of a three-dimensional aggregate leads to

additional overlapping. Based on simulated C}C aggregates, Brasil et al. (1999a) suggested
a method to estimate C

1
from the projected image of an aggregate. After observing projected

images of more than 300 uniform-size spherule couples, they compared the projected penetration
coe$cients with the actual three-dimensional values that were assigned while constructing the
aggregates. Results obtained indicated that the actual penetration coe$cient scales with the
projected one in the following manner:

C
1
"f

1
C

1,130+
!f

2
, where f

1
"1.1$0.1 and f

2
"0.2$0.02. (3)

Accordingly, Brasil et al. (1999a) suggested that it should be possible to obtain the actual C
1

from
TEM images by measuring C

1,130+
of several primary particle couples* preferably near the tips of

projected aggregate images * and using the correlation given in Eq. (3).

3.2.1. Radius of gyration
Partial sintering will unavoidably make the aggregates more compact as viewed in Fig. 2. This is

intuitive based on the method adopted to simulate this e!ect in which centers of primary particles
approach each other. The main question is therefore as follows: can the e!ect of partial sintering on
aggregate size be quanti"ed in terms of the penetration coe$cient? Fig. 7 shows aggregate radius of
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Fig. 7. Variation of the radius of gyration with the penetration coe$cient, C
1
.

gyration relative to the one with no overlapping (C
1
"0) as a function of penetration coe$cient for

di!erent aggregate sizes. It is interesting to note that the results in Fig. 7 are independent of number
of primary particles in aggregates, N. In addition, the e!ect of partial sintering on the radius of
gyration exhibits a linear behavior. Based on these trends, we obtained the following expression
(line plotted in Fig. 3) to estimate the radius of gyration of an aggregate with overlapping
monomers:

R
'
/R

'
(C

1
"0)"1!C

1
. (4)

3.2.2. Coordination number distribution function
The coordination number, Z, indicates the number of bonds that each particle has and there-

fore describes (together with C
1
) the rigidity of the aggregate. C}C fractal-like aggregates exhibit

an open-structure shape formed by elongated branches. Consequently, it is expected that
these aggregates have a coordination distribution function peaking at around Z"2. This
can be con"rmed in Fig. 8 where these functions are plotted for di!erent aggregate sizes
with and without considering partial sintering. The results shown point out that the coordina-
tion distribution function is relatively insensitive to the aggregate size. This was expected
because the larger aggregates were formed from connecting two smaller aggregates during
our computer simulations. Moreover, overlapping apparently leads to stronger bonds as
indicated by an increase from 2 to 3 in Z when C

1
is increased from 0 to 0.25. In summary, the

real overlapping that unavoidably occurs in any type of aerosol will contribute to increase
the mean coordination number and therefore the compactness and rigidity of the aggregate
structure.
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Fig. 8. Coordination number distribution function for simulated cluster}cluster aggregates with di!erent penetration
coe$cient, C

1
.

Fig. 9. Histogram of the angle between triplets for simulated cluster}cluster aggregates with di!erent number of primary
particles for penetration coe$cients of C

1
"0.15 and 0.25.

3.2.3. Distribution of angles between triplets
Fig. 9 includes a histogram of the angle between triplets for C}C aggregates with di!erent partial

sintering rates. When the results of C}C aggregates shown in Fig. 6 are compared with the ones in
Fig. 9, it is observed that an increase in partial sintering shifts the higher frequencies to smaller
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Fig. 10. Number of primary particles per aggregate versus normalized radius of gyration for simulated aggregates with
di!erent penetration coe$cients.

angles. Yet, angles for just-touching particles are not less than 603, while higher frequency of angles
smaller than 603 can also be found with an increase in the penetration coe$cient.

3.2.4. Fractal properties
The morphology exhibited by C}C aggregates is quite complex, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fractal theories have tried to unify most of the structural characteristics, namely the fractal
dimension, D

&
, and, more recently, the fractal pre-factor, k

'
. Knowledge of these properties is a key

issue in fully characterizing fractal-like aggregates. The fractal dimensions of aggregates su!ering
partial sintering are illustrated in Fig. 10, in which the number of primary particles in aggregates,
N, is plotted against the relative radius of gyration, R

'
/a. While D

&
represents the slope, k

'
describes

where the least-squares linear "t intersects the vertical axis in a logarithmic plot N versus R
'
/a.

Results obtained are fairly conclusive, in particular: (i) aggregates constructed with and without
partial sintering act like mass fractals; (ii) the fractal dimension, D

&
, appears to be insensitive to

partial sintering; (iii) the fractal pre-factor is strongly a!ected by partial sintering. Based on the
results obtained, we suggest the following expression to estimate the variation of k

'
with the

penetration coe$cient, C
1
:

k
'
"1.3 exp(2.2C

1
). (5)

The fact that partial sintering leads to an increase in the fractal pre-factor is an important
conclusion that is capable of justifying the systematic gap between the numerical and experimental
fractal properties published by various investigators. Although the fractal dimension of C}C
aggregates appears to be an established property (1.6}1.9), the existence of a universal value for the
fractal pre-factor is still a controversial issue. Wu and Friedlander (1993) and, more recently, Koylu
et al. (1995b) have uni"ed most of the numerical and experimental data reported on this property.
For example, for C}C aggregates, results published in the literature for k

'
range from 1.23
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Fig. 11. In#uence of the restructuring process on the radius of gyration of simulated cluster}cluster aggregates.

(Cai et al., 1995) to 3.47 (Samson et al., 1987). If we take into account that penetration parameter,
C

1
, varies from 0 to 0.3, Eq. (5) yields k

'
between 1.3 and 2.5. These values without and with partial

overlapping of primary particles fall well within the limits of the previous studies mentioned above.
Thus, k

'
values based on numerically simulated aggregates are generally smaller than the ones

inferred from experimental data, simply because of not accounting for overlapping of spherules.
Note that this interpretation for the e!ect of partial sintering on k

'
is totally di!erent from that of

Oh and Sorensen (1997), who concluded that particle overlapping could not be responsible for the
di!erence between simulations and experiments.

3.3. Ewects of restructuring on the morphological properties of C}C aggregates

As previously presented, restructuring is numerically simulated assuming that the rigidity of the
contact point between two clusters may not be su$cient, and, therefore, an additional bond is
required. If this is a constant pattern in most fractal-like aggregates, it clearly depends on the fractal
nature as well as the environment where particles are generated. However, it is expected to occur
at least partially throughout the complex processes involved in particle production. The following
sub-sections will focus on the limiting case where all steps involving the bond of two clusters will
also include a restructuring procedure.

3.3.1. Radius of gyration
Because restructuring leads to more compact aggregates, a reduction of the radius of gyration is

indeed expected. This trend can be con"rmed in Fig. 11 where the e!ect of restructuring on the
radius of gyration is plotted against aggregate size, N. Results suggest that R

'
reduction increases
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Fig. 12. In#uence of the restructuring process on the coordination number distribution function for simulated clus-
ter}cluster aggregates with di!erent number of primary particles.

moderately with aggregate size in an exponential way with the least-squares "t yielding

R
',3

/R
'
"0.9N~0.034. (6)

3.3.2. Coordination number distribution function
Restructuring acts as a natural way of increasing the number of bonds between neighboring

primary particles. In fact, the physical nature of restructuring is directly related to increasing the
rigidity of the aggregate by having more contact points between clusters that attach to each other.
Therefore, results obtained for the coordination distribution function shown in Fig. 12 are a logical
corollary of the latter. The mean value of Z su!ers a similar shift as seen previously when
investigating the e!ects of partial sintering. Once again, aggregate size appears to play no dominant
role in this situation.

3.3.3. Distribution of angles between triplets
As previously seen, the restructuring mechanism involves a shift of the mean coordination

number from 2 to 3. Consequently, it was expected that the angle between triplets most frequently
found should be about 603. This can be con"rmed in Fig. 13 where histograms of angles between
triplets are plotted for aggregates with restructuring and compared with the standard situation.

3.3.4. Fractal properties
As a result of restructuring, aggregates will unavoidably exhibit a more compact structure. This

can be con"rmed through the results shown previously in Figs. 11 and 12 where R
'

decreases and
Z increases with restructuring. While the fractal dimension can be used as a measure of the
openness of the structure of an aggregate (i.e., how far apart the branches are from each other), the
fractal pre-factor, k

'
, is more related to the void that exists between the primary particles. This
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Fig. 13. Histogram of the angle between triplets for simulated cluster}cluster aggregates with di!erent number of
primary particles: (a) without restructuring; and (b) with restructuring.

Fig. 14. In#uence of the restructuring process on the fractal properties of cluster}cluster aggregates.

simple way of interpreting the two basic fractal properties will be useful in analyzing the results
shown in Fig. 14 where N is plotted against R

'
/a, showing the e!ect of restructuring on D

&
and k

'
.

Predictions shown in Fig. 14 indicate that both fractal properties su!er slight increases due to the
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restructuring model. Speci"cally, the fractal dimension approaches 2, an upper value of typical
C}C aggregates, indicating that partial restructuring may occur in real aggregates. Although the
fractal pre-factor also increases roughly by 25%, this increase is quite small when compared to the
variation of k

'
with partial sintering that can go above 100%.

4. Summary and conclusions

In the present study, morphologies of both C}C and P}C fractal-like aggregates were investi-
gated. Statistically signi"cant populations of numerically simulated aggregates were generated in
order to characterize three-dimensional morphological properties of aggregates, including fractal
dimension, fractal pre-factor, coordination number distribution function, and distribution of angles
between triplets. E!ects of C}C and P}C aggregation mechanisms and aggregate size were also
taken into consideration. Moreover, the morphological properties of aggregates undergoing partial
sintering and restructuring were investigated. The population studied was composed of ca. 450
simulated aggregates having the number of primary particles per aggregate, N, between 8 and 1024.
The main conclusions of the present study can be summarized as follows:

1. Coordination number distribution functions of C}C aggregates appear to be independent of
aggregate size having a maximum value at Z"2. On the contrary, for P}C aggregates this
function shows that the dominant value equals 1. Coordination number distribution function is
similarly a!ected by restructuring and partial sintering. Both e!ects lead to an increase in the
mean value. While larger R

'
indicates that aggregates are more compact, larger Z implies

stronger structure with more bonds per volume.
2. Distributions of angle between triplets are fairly independent of aggregate size. However, the

formation mechanism is a relevant parameter, that is, the dominant angles for C}C aggregates
fall between 100 and 1203 whereas P}C aggregates tend to exhibit smaller angles. Restructuring
simply shifts the most probable angle to 603.

3. Partial sintering of particles strongly reduces the radius of gyration of an aggregate. This
e!ect appears to be independent of aggregate size and can be estimated using the following
relation: R

'
/R

'
(C

1
"0)"1!C

1
. Although less a!ected by restructuring, the magnitude of the

reduction of the radius of gyration also increases with aggregate size as follows:
R

',3
/R

'
"0.9N~0.034.

4. While partial sintering leads to virtually no variation in the fractal dimension, restructuring
slightly increases D

&
to ca. 2.0. More importantly, the fractal pre-factor is strongly a!ected by

partial sintering. Based on the results obtained, the following expression to estimate the
variation of k

'
with the penetration coe$cient, C

1
, is suggested: k

'
"1.3 exp(2.2C

1
). This may

justify the systematic gap between the numerical and experimental results reported by di!erent
investigators for k

'
.
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